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      GLOSSARY & DEFINITION OF TERMS 
 

Affected Household 
(AH) 
 
 
Affected Persons 

- 
 
 
 
- 

In the case of affected households, it includes all displaced persons 
residing under one roof and operating as a single economic unit, who are 
adversely affected by a project or any of its components. 
 
In the context of involuntary resettlement, affected persons are those who 
are physically displaced (relocation, loss of residential land, or loss of 
shelter) and/or economically displaced (loss of land, assets, access to 
assets, income sources, or means of livelihoods) as a result of (I) involuntary 
acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to 
legally designated parks and protected areas. (ADB SPS 2009) 
 

Cut-off Date for 
Eligibility 

- The date that establishes the eligibility for compensation and resettlement 
assistance for the project DPs. Only those DPs who own, occupy or reside 
on the land to be acquired under the Project as of this date, will be eligible 
for receiving compensation and resettlement assistance in accordance with 
the Entitlement Matrix specified in the land acquisition and resettlement plan. 
 

Detailed 
Measurement 
Survey (DMS) 

- With the aid of the approved detailed engineering design, this activity 
involves the finalization of the inventory of losses, measurement of losses, 
100% Socio-economic Survey, and 100% census of DPs. 

Displaced Persons - physically displaced (relocation, loss of residential land, or loss of shelter) 
and/or economically affected (loss of land, assets, access to assets, income 
sources, or means of livelihood) as a result of (I) involuntary acquisition of 
land; and/ or (ii) involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to common 
property resources, legally designated parks and protected areas. 
 

Entitlement - Resettlement entitlements with respect to a particular eligibility category 
are the sum total of compensation and other forms of assistance provided 
to displaced persons in the respective eligibility category. It comprises 
compensation, income restoration support, transfer assistance, income 
substitution, relocation support, etc. 
 

Involuntary 
Resettlement 

- This involves the displacement of people from their land, homes, assets, 
sources of income and employment on account of the project. Involuntary 
resettlement in the context of the present project is extremely unlikely.  

 
   Vulnerable Groups 

 

 
- 
 

 
These are distinct groups of DPs who are likely to be more adversely 
affected than others and who are likely to have limited ability to reestablish 
their livelihoods or improve their status and comprise: (i) all households 
living below the national poverty rate established by the Government, a (ii) 
female headed households with dependents living below the national 
poverty rate, (iii) disabled headed households with no other means of 
support, (iv) elderly headed households who are landless and with no 
other means of support, (v) landless poor living below the national poverty 
rate, and (vi) indigenous people or ethnic minorities (who often have 
traditional land rights but no formal titles) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. The GRP has been approved by ADB on 10th September 2020 and effective from 27th 
Jan 2021. From the TRTA stage, there are some changes to two sub-station locations (one in 
Phnom Penh and another one in Kampong Chhnang) and changes of TL’s rout lines with total 
length of about 41.7 Km. 

 
2. Based on the scope changes, EDC requested ADB the technical assistant to assist 
with safeguards due diligence for proposed scope changes including; i) proposed new TLs 
from GSKTL at Kampong Tralach sub-station with total length of 41.7km, ii) Sub-station 
expansion to the existing Kampong Chhnang sub-station (GSKPCHH), iii) RUPP sub-station 
development in Phnom Penh and its associated facilities including access road improvement 
with length 650 meters, and iv) the development of proposed TLs additional work in Phnom 
Penh covering 3.5 km length of 115kV transmission lines connecting from Russei Keo - Sen 
Sok sub-stations and 1.5 km length of 115 kv from SPP3 to SPP4. 

 
3. ADB engaged Green Goal Co., Ltd., local consulting firm tasking to support the service 
provision of a safeguards team and commissioning a drone survey and site visit in February 
2022 to screen and do initial assessment using drone technology to identify IR/IP impacts of 
all proposed transmission lines and other components. 

 
4. GG applied several methods agreed by both EDC and ADB for IR site screening and 
consultation including; i) review of project documents relevant to GRP specifically and EDC’s 
concept design for proposed TLs and new sub-station expansion, ii) carried out initial field 
assessment to determine scope of assignment at the inception stage, iii) carried out 
consultation meetings at all sub-project’s site, iv) collected commune data/statistics and land 
tenure status where TL will traverse to, v) deployed drone survey and formulated drone 
footprint, and vi) carried out transact walk and interviewed with residents and shop operators 
along the sub-project locations specifically for RUPP SS and all additional TLs in Phnom Penh 
section where drone was not allowed to deploy due to technical reasons overlapping with civil 
aviation zone of Phnom Penh International Airport. 

 
5. The proposed new transmission line 41.7km from GSKTL at Kampong Tralach sub-
station is anticipated to have an impact on land for the power towers and the ROW restriction 
to height (3 meters from the ground) for building any structures and trees growing on the tower 
pole lands and within the ROW. The drone image identified number of likely affected assets 
including i) permanent land loss for power towers approximately 310 land parcels equivalent 
to 47,700 m2, ii) restriction to the use of the land along the TL’s ROW for about 1,579 land 
parcels with size 1,211,700 m2 of both private owned land (1,061,370.6m2) and public land 
(150,330.4 m2), iii) potential impacts to three main houses (225m2) and 4 secondary structures 
such as toilet, extended roof, and cottages (with total size of 166m2), and iv) impacts to 414 
trees.  Therefore, LARP will need to be prepared and implemented once the DED team of the 
PIC is engaged under the project. 

 
6. The assessment confirmed no IR/IP impacts occurs at this conceptual design stage 
for i) Sub-station expansion to the existing Kampong Chhnang sub-station (GSKPCHH), ii) 
RUPP sub-station development in Phnom Penh and its associated facilities including access 
road improvement with length 650 meters, and iii) the development of proposed TLs additional 
work in Phnom Penh covering 3.5 km length of 115kV transmission lines connecting from 
Russei Keo - Sen Sok sub-stations and 1.5 km length of 115 kv from SPP3 to SPP4. 

 
7. Extensive consultation meetings have been carried out at this IR/IP screening stage. 
Eight consultation meetings were successfully carried out with people and residential of 8 
communes who are likely affected by proposed transmission rout lines and one Focus Group 



 

Discussion (FGD) with Khmer-Islam Ethnic Minority Group. The consultation meetings were 
taking place from 16 to 19 February 2022 administratively covering 3 Districts, 8 Communes 
of 71 villages, Kampong Chhnang Provinces. In summary, 187 people and authorities have 
been consulted during the public meetings of which 43 are female (or about 25%). 

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT AND SUB-PROJECT 

A. Background 

8. The Grid Reinforcement Project (the project) will support EDC, the state- owned power 
utility, in improving transmission network capacity and stability. The project will (i) expand and 
reinforce the electricity transmission infrastructure by constructing 115 kilovolt (kV) and 230 
kV transmission lines and associated substations in Phnom Penh, Kampong Chhnang, 
Kampong Cham, and Takeo provinces; and (ii) introduce the first utility-scale battery energy 
storage system to enhance power reliability and grid stability accompanied by an increase in 
electricity generated from renewable energy sources. 

 
9. The project is confirmed as category B for involuntary resettlement in accordance with 
ADB SPS 2009. Based on basic design and consultations, the project is expected to have 
land acquisition impacts that are not considered significant. No physical relocation is expected 
from the implementation of the subprojects and the project as a whole. The project is not 
expected to acquire any land from customary landowners. No long-term impacts are expected 
as the construction and operation will not restrict the community from accessing and using 
nearby resources. Adverse impacts such as trimming or loss of trees or crops being farmed 
on the land, or exposure to potential health hazards because of the entry of non-community 
workers, are likely to be minor and temporary. 

 
10. Based on the social impact assessment conducted as part of due diligence for all the 

subprojects during TRTA, the project is assigned category C for indigenous peoples impact 
as it does not directly or indirectly affects the dignity, human rights, livelihood systems, or 
culture of Indigenous Peoples, neither it affects the territories, natural or cultural resources 
they own, use, occupy or claim as their ancestral domain. 
 

11. The GRP has been approved by ADB on 10th September 2020 and effective from 27th 
Jan 2021. From the TRTA stage, there are some changes to two sub-station locations (one in 
Phnom Penh and another one in Kampong Chhnang) and changes of TL’s rout lines with total 
length of about 41.7 Km. Green Goal, the local consulting business firm has been recruited by 
ADB and entered in to contract in late Jan 2022 and effective kick-off the assignment in early 
Feb 2022 to do social impacts screening and drone survey on both sub-stations and TLs 
location changes. 
 
B. The GRP  

12. The project is aligned with the following impact: adequate and reliable power supply 
from environmentally sustainable energy sources ensured. The project will have the following 
outcome: transmission network capacity and stability improved. The project will finance the 
following outputs.  

 
13. Output 1: 115-kilovolt and 230-kilovolt grid infrastructure expanded and reinforced. 

The project will support the construction of four 115 kV-230 kV overhead and underground 
transmission lines and 10 substations in Phnom Penh, Kampong Chhnang, Kampong Cham, 
and Takeo provinces. It will add 13 circuit-kilometers of 230 kV transmission lines; 36.7 circuit-
kilometers of 115 kV transmission lines; 1,475 megavolt-amperes of 230 kV-115 kV-22 kV 
substation transformer capacity; and 350 megavolt-amperes of 115 kV-22 kV substation 
transformer capacity. 
 

14. Output 2: First utility-scale energy storage system provided. The project will support 
EDC in designing, procuring, and operating the first utility-scale BESS in Cambodia, capable 
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of storing 16 megawatt-hours, and in analyzing its performance. This is a desirable size to 
support multiple applications - a standard feature of BESS installations - such as (i) smoothing 
output at 80% from the phase 1, 60-megawatt (MW) ADB solar park in Kampong Chhnang 
Province; (ii) providing 0.5 hours of curtailment reserve to address daily power outages; (iii) 
providing primary frequency control; and (iv) providing congestion relief, which allows to defer 
upgrades in transformer capacity at Grid Substation 6 (a substation near the ADB solar park 
site). 
 
C. Subprojects Description 

15. Based on the scope changes, EDC requested ADB to assist with safeguards due 
diligence for proposed scope changes including; i) proposed new TLs from GSKTL at 
Kampong Tralach sub-station with total length of 41.7km, ii) Sub-station expansion to the 
existing Kampong Chhnang sub-station (GSKPCHH), iii) RUPP sub-station development in 
Phnom Penh and its associated facilities including access road improvement with length 650 
meters, and iv) the development of proposed TLs additional work in Phnom Penh covering 3.5 
km length of 115kV transmission lines connecting from Russei Keo - Sen Sok sub-stations 
and 1.5 km length of 115 kv from SPP3 to SPP4. 

 
II. EXISTING SITE AND COCEPT DESIGN 

2.1. TLs of 41.7km of GS KTL at Kampong Tralach sub-station:  

16. The proposed TLs are in conceptual design stage and all new TLs which will traverse 
from GSKTL at Kampong Tralach sub-station with total length of 41.7km. Using standard 
design from EDC, the TL will need to acquire permanent land for accommodating 
approximately 212 power towers (estimated base on 200m interval standard the space from 
each power tower) of where the standard design per tower will need 225 m2 of land (15m by 
15m) to be acquired by the project. In addition to that, TLs design will also cause land 
restriction to height for building structures or growing any plants/crops not more than 3m from 
the ground level within 30 meters wide along TL’s ROW. 

 
2.2. Sub-station Expansion in Kampong Chhnang (GSKPCHH):  

17. At this IR screening stage, there is no confirmation on land requirement to 
accommodate the expansion of the existing Kampong Chhanng sub-station yet. 

 
2.3. RUPP sub-station and associated facilities: 

18. At this conceptual design stage, there are several components to be developed 
covering new sub-station using land size 1600m2 (20m by 80m), access road upgrading to 
concrete reinforcement road (five meters wide by 650 meters long), installing several mono 
power towers (about 600 meters long) connecting from SPP4 sub-station to the new RUPP 
sub-station. Land requirement for each mono power tower design is about 2m by 2m. 

 
2.4. Additional TLs in Phnom Penh 

19. There are TLs proposed as additional work in Phnom Penh covering 3.5 km length of 
115kV transmission lines connecting from Russei Keo - Sen Sok sub-stations and 1.5 km 
length of 115 kv from SPP3 to SPP4. 

 



 

III. SITE ASSESSMENT METHODS AND FINDINGS 

20. As per provided SoW, ADB required GG to support a safeguards team and commission 
a drone survey and site visits in February 2022 to screen and do initial assessment of the 
route line of the transmission lines and new locations for the RUPP and Kampong Chhnang 
substations.  This safeguard due diligence document is to confirm and update the changes in 
scope and to confirm requirements for more detailed surveys to be undertaken by the EPC 
Contractors once they’re on board. To achieve this assignment, EDC team issued GG the 
mission letter as well as accompanied GG’s team member during the field assessment, 
consultations, and drone survey. 

 
21. GG applied several methods agreed by both EDC and ADB for IR site screening and 

consultation including; i) review of project documents relevant to GRP specifically and EDC’s 
concept design for proposed TLs and new sub-station expansion, ii) carried out initial field 
assessment to determine scope of assignment at the inception stage, iii) carried out 
consultation meetings at all sub-project’s site, iv) collected commune data/statistics and land 
tenure status where TLs will traverse, and v) deployed drone survey and formulated drone 
footprint. 
 
III-1. ASSESSMENT METHODS ACCOMPLISHED AND COVERAGES 

A. Review of project documents and tools development: 

22. Before starting the verification at the project site, GG team reviewed details document, 
obtained, and agreed on final rout lines, confirmed with EDC on sub-station location, agreed 
with both EDC and ADB on Corridor of Impact (CoI) for drone to take footprint. Alignment of 
each sub-project location is importance to understand the land requirement as well as to cross-
checking with information provided in the DDR reports. This review was concluded with the 
information as summarized below 
 

• Reviewed project documents covering, ADB’s SPS, and GRP specific document such 
as PAM, LARF, DRP, and DDRs. 
 

• Agreed on specific required CoI/reoutlines/sub-station locations for each segment of 
sub-project components.  
 

• Obtained necessary KML/KMZ file from engineering/EDC/SEPRO team in order to 
prepare for google verification of the existing sub-project location on any portion that 
require land acquisition including power towers, sub-stations, access roads, 
underground reoutlines, and other related components. 

 
• Carried out kick-off meetings on 2nd Feb 2022 with both ADB and EDC and reached 

an agreement on field work schedule. 
 

• Made phone calls and Telegram communication with ADB and EDC focal points to 
collect/confirm on necessary technical and administration arrangements. 
 

B. Initial field assessment and key achievements at the inception stage 

23. GG went to the field from 4th to 7th Feb 2022 to initially make an appointments and 
administration arrangement by listing number of commune/villages along the TLs. As results, 
GG came up with detail work plan to carry out consultation and drone deployment for TLs in 
Kampong Chhnang. This schedule was prepared in Khmer detailing for each 
communes/village and TL section, and it was shared to EDC focal point to proceed further with 
administration work to confirm and finalize on those appointments. 
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24. The Khmer schedule was attached to inception report and shared to ADB and EDC 
prior to the start of field work. GG field work was planned and divided into the following key 
areas/steps. 

  
• TLs of 41.7km was starting from GS KTL PK0+000 at Kampong Tralach sub-

station onward. Consultation and drone deployment was started on 16 Feb and 
completed on 27 Feb 2022. 

 
• Sub-station Extension in Kampong Chhnang (GSKPCHH) was completed on 28th 

Feb 2022. This involved consultation meetings with relevant authorities and land 
tenure status confirmation and drone deployment carried out as per site 
confirmation by EDC. 

  
C. Consultations and information dissemination 

25. Consultation plan and materials were prepared and confirmed from both EDC and ADB 
to start it first kick-off on 16 Feb 2022 in Kampong Chhnang Province. One specific team of 
two people from GG team were assigned specifically to carry out consultation meeting and 
land tenure verification with authorities. TL was assigned taking responsible to collect and 
compile all consultation findings from this group and incorporated it in to screening report 
combining with all other GG’s team results. 

 
26. Minute of meetings was prepared based on each consultation meetings with all 

relevant supporting documents translated in English and attached to this DDR report. 
 

27. The final approved PIB was translated to Khmer and wisely distributed during the 
consultation meetings and stored in commune offices for further distribution for those AHs who 
were not be able to participate during the consultation in their commune/village. 
 

28. Environment Specialist recruited by ADB was also informed and participated actively 
in the consultation process to cover environmental screening part. 
 
D. Collection of commune data/statistic and verification of land tenure status 

29. The same team who assigned to conduct consultation meeting was also tasked to 
collect the commune data/populations statistic with below results and confirmed on land 
tenure status. 

 
30. Commune data/statistic of each sub-project locations where the TLs will be traversed 

to were collected and reported into this DDR. This commune statistic was used as supporting 
documents to confirm on IP/EG classification and serve as basic population/demographic 
data/profile. The results confirmed that there are Khmer Islam population (16%) living with 
general Khmer population of 4 communes including Chhuk Sor (13%), Cheung Kriev (2%), 
Rolea B’ier (0.6%), and Tang Krasang (0.4%). Table 1 below provides all 8 communes data 
disaggregated by Khmer and Khmer-Islam population. 
 
Table 1: Population statistic disaggregated by Commune/Sangat where TLs will traverse 
Commune Total Pop Khmer Pop Khmer Islam Pop 

# HHs # Pop # Fe # HHs # Fe # Pop # HHs # Pop # Fe 
Phea Ni 2,596 11,186 5,270 2,596 11,186 5,270 0 0 0 
Tmor Edth 1,701 6,547 3,434 1,701 6,547 3,434 0 0 0 
Chhuk Sor 2,973 11,125 5,723 400 1,698 882 2,573 9,427 4,841 
Cheung Kriev 2,079 8,042 4,139 1,673 6,467 3,328 406 1,575 811 



 

Commune Total Pop Khmer Pop Khmer Islam Pop 
# HHs # Pop # Fe # HHs # Fe # Pop # HHs # Pop # Fe 

Rolea B’ier 2,575 10,546 5,218 2,461 10,037 4,973 114 509 245 
Chrey Bak 3,402 12,752 6,631 3,402 12,752 6,631 0 0 0 
Prey Mol 1,316 4,938 2,582 1,316 4,938 2,582 0 0 0 
Tang Krasang 2,734 10,731 5,559 2,677 10,556 5,473 57 175 86 

TOTAL 19,376 75,867 38,556 16,226 64,181 32,573 3,150 11,686 5,983 
Source: Data collected from commune office in Jan 2022 

31. FGD with Khmer Islam residents and their religious leaders confirmed no cultural 
sensitivities regarding the preparation and implementation of proposed scope changes of 
the GRP as most of the transmission lines are going to traverse on along vacant land and 
paddy field (not residential of Cham) and expecting cause no negative impacts to their living 
and praying activities.  

 
32. Confirmation of land tenure status that was also consulted and discussed during 

consultation meeting with people and local authorities. Specific meeting was also arranged 
with cadastral officials within relevant administration and confirmed on land tenure status at 
each sub-project locations The results confirmed that all most all land parcels that TLs will 
traverse to were registered in the systematic land registration by cadastral office. Hard land 
titles have also issued to most of communes except few communes are waiting for final 
issuance. 
 
E. RTK Drone survey and drone footprint formulation 

33. As per TOR and GG’s inception report, Differential Geographic Positioning System 
(DGPS) equipment and Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Drone Image were deployed during site 
screening and drone footage. The drone survey process commenced using this latest 
technology to confirm and ensure the affected land portion/assets are well identified from 
provided TLs, proposed sub-station locations, and other related facilities of this GRP scope 
changes. The scope of drone survey work was covering the key points below. 
 
• Undertaken RTK drone image of 41.7km TLs in Kampong Chhnang with 400m wide based 

on the provided TLs reoutlines from EDC and a new extension of substation in Kampong 
Chhnang. The A3 report with drone footprint overlayed in Google images and list of likely 
affected assets were produced and shared to ADB daily. Then, KML/KMZ filles were also 
produced and shared to ADB/EDC (part of service delivery) for further use and reporting. 

 
• RUPP sub-station assessment was completed on 4th March 2022 with participation from 

EDC team following by another round of field assessment on 7th March 2022. Drone was 
not possible to deploy as the site is located along airport rout line, and restrictions are put 
forth by Phnom Penh Airport Authority/State Secretariat of Civil Aviation (SSCA). 
Therefore, GG applied transact walk, manual measurement survey, house-to-house 
interview methods with residents living along the existing open canal as part of the IR 
assessment for this specific section.  

 
• The 5km TL lines in Phnom Penh was completed on 7th March and those locations have 

been confirmed and approved by both EDC on 3rd March 2022. Similar to the RUPP sub-
station site, drone deployment was not possible as planned, because the lines would pass 
along airport, on which  Phnom Penh Airport Authority/State Secretariat of Civil Aviation 
(SSCA) put restrictions for security reason. Therefore, GG was advised to use alternative 
methods, and eventually applied transact walk, manual measurement survey, house-to-
house interview with residents and shop operators along the road ROW as part of the IR 
assessment for this section. 
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III-2 FINDINGS FROM IR/IP ASSESSMENT 

3.2.1.  TLs of 41.7km of GS KTL at Kampong Tralach sub-station: 

34. Impact on land (permanent loss): As per DDR objective at this preliminary design of 
TLs and based on findings from drone image and site assessment, it is confirmed that there 
is permanent land acquisition to approximately 310 land parcels equivalent to 47,700 m2 for 
the total estimated No. of 212 power towers covering two Districts of Kampong Tralach and 
Rolea B’ier, 8 communes, and 20 Villages. The land requirement for each power tower will be 
15m by 15m to accommodate power tower and its concrete foundation. Table 2 below indicate 
the estimated number of power towers to be built over the 42 km length of TLs with 
approximately 200m interval between towers. Table 3 provides estimated number of 
potentially affected land parcels by type of use. This estimation is based on actual counting 
using drone imagery overlayed footprint and data on estimated number of likely affected 
households will only be possible to collect when the design advances and census of affected 
assets and persons is conducted at the later stages. 

 
35. According to the approved LARF, LARP will need to be prepared and implemented for 

acquiring permanent land loss for all land needed for power towers. RCS will need to be 
prepared by an independent expert to determine the compensation rate for the affected land. 
 
Table 2: Estimated No. of power tower disaggregated by land areas to be acquired 

Commune  Village  No  PK  Estimated No. 
Power Towers  

Permanent 
land areas to 
be acquired 

(m2)  
Start End Length (m) 

Kampong Tralach District 
Pea Ny  Soben 1 0+000 1+500 1,500 8 1,800 

Ka At 2 1+500 3+000 1,500 8 1,800 
Thma Edth  Daeum Popel 3 3+000 3+800 800 4 900 

Snang Mom 4 3+800 6+100 2,200 11 2,475 
Thma Edth 5 6+100 7+250 1,250 6 1,350 

Chhuk Sa Sna Pech 6 7+250 8+800 1,550 8 1,800 
Tuol 7 8+800 10+450 1,650 8 1,800 
Trapeang Khtum 8 10+450 10+900 450 2 450 
Trapeang Chrov 9 10+900 12+800 1,900 10 2,250 
Chrolong Kaisna 10 12+800 15+200 2,400 12 2,700 

Rolea B’ier Districts 
Cheung Kreav Damnak Kei 11 15+200 19+800 4,600 23 5,175 

Trapeang Popel 12 19+800 21+400 1,600 8 1,800 
Tuek Chenh 13 21+400 23+700 2,300 12 2,700 

Rolea B’ier  Trapeang Trach 14 23+700 25+960 2,260 11 2,475 
Kruos 15-1 25+960 31+200 5,240 26 5,850 

Chrey Bak Alaeng 16 31+200 31+600 400 2 450 
Rolea B’ier Kruos 15-2 31+600 32+400 800 4 900 
Cheung Kreav Tang Bampong 17 32+400 34+100 1,700 9 2,025 
Prey Mul Prey Mul 18 34+100 36+200 2,100 11 2,475 
Tang krasang  Krang Ta Mom 19 36+200 39+400 3,200 16 3,600 

Krang Ma 20 39+400 41+980 2,580 13 2,925 
TOTAL 41,980 212 47,700 

Source: IR/IP screening and consultation meetings carried out by GG in Feb 2022 
 
 
 
Table 3: Estimated No. of land parcel likely to be affected by power towers 



 

Village No 

Estimated No. of power tower disaggregated by land areas to be acquired 
Private land  Public land TOTAL 

Residentia
l land 

Orchard/ 
Chamka Rice field Industrial land Landf

ill Forest land/Lake Canal 
 

N
o m² No m² No m² No m² No m² No m² No m² 

Soben 1 - - - - 14 1,740 - - - - - - 1 60 1,800 
Ka At 2 1 225 - - 14 1,575 - - - - - - - - 1,800 
Daeum 
Popel 3 1 225   4 675 - - - - - - - - 900 

Snang 
Mom 4 - - - - 8 1,721 1 450 1 304 - - - - 2,475 

Thma Edth 5 1 225 - - 5 1,125  - - - - - - - 1,350 
Sna Pech 6 - - - - 4 900 - - - - 1 900 - - 1,800 
Tuol 7 - - 2 225 8 1,575 - - - - - - - - 1,800 
Trapeang 
Khtum 8 - - - - 3 450 - - - - - - - - 450 

Trapeang 
Chrov 9 - - - - 12 2,250 - - - - - - - - 2,250 

Chrolong 
Kaisna 10 - - - - 13 2,195 - - - - 1 505 - - 2,700 

Damnak 
Kei 11 - - 1 225 29 4,950 - - - - - - - - 5,175 

Trapeang 
Popel 12 - - - - 8 1,800 - - - - - - - - 1,800 

Tuek 
Chenh 13 - - - - 14 2,025 - - - - 1 675 - - 2,700 

Trapeang 
Trach 14 - - - - 21 2,475 - - - - - - - - 2,475 

Kruos 15.1 - - - - 43 4,600 - - - - - - 1 1,250 5,850 
Alaeng 16 - - - - 4 450 - - - - - - - - 450 
Kruos 15.2 - - - - 6 900 - - - - - - - - 900 
Tang 
Bampong 17 - - - - 14 1,852 - - - - - - 1 173 2,025 

Prey Mul 18 - - - - 25 2,250 - - - - - - 1 225 2,475 
Krang Ta 
M  

19 - - - - 22 3,180 - - - - - - 1 420 3,600 
Krang Ma 20 - - - - 23 2,925 - - - - - - - - 2,925 

TOTAL 3 675 3 450 294 41,613 1 450 1 304 3 2,080 5 2,128 47,700 
Source: IR/IP screening and consultation meetings carried out by GG in Feb 2022 
 

36. Impact on land (restriction of land use under TL ROW): Drone footprint and site 
screening confirmed on the impacts to both private land and public land based on determined 
ROW (30m wide) of the total length about 42km TLs (rounded number based on actual 
measurement at site). Based on below Table, there are approximately 1,579 land parcels 
equivalent to 1,211,700 m2 of both privately owned land (1,061,370.6 m2) and public land 
(150,330.4 m2) along the TL’s ROW will likely be restricted from building structures or planting 
any trees with height 3m and above from the ground. See Table 4 below with total land areas 
with height restriction along TL’s ROW disaggregated in according to the current uses of land 
and villages. 

 
37. As per entitlement matrix of the approved LARF, ROW will not be acquired by EDC 

but the land use will be limited. Owner with legal title will be entitled to receiving the easement 
fee equivalent to 30% of the total land value which will be determined by RCS as part of LARP 
preparation and implementation. 
 
 
 
Table 4: List of villages and land areas affected by TLs disaggregated by land use types 
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Village No 

Restriction to the use of land under TLs (42km) 
Private land Public land 

TOTAL Residential land Orchard/Cha
mka Rice field Industrial land Landfill Forest land/Lake Canal/Road 

No m² N
o m² No m² No m² N

o m² No m² N
o m² 

Soben 1 1 788 - - 89 41,643 - - - - - - 1 769 43,200 

Ka At 2 1 684 - - 86 40,099 - - - - - - 1 2,417 43,200 

Daeum 
Popel 3 5 7,505 - - 24 14,561 - - - - - - 1 1,034 23,100 

Snang 
Mom 4 - - - - 47 41,406 1 13,308 1 6,404 - - 1 2,407 63,525 

Thma 
Edth 5 2 1,983 - - 14 32,723 - - - - - - 1 1,444 36,150 

Sna Pech 6 - - - - 16 20,894 - - - - 1 23,170 1 636 44,700 

Tuol 7 - - 5 11,161 40 35,361 - - - - - - 1 1,178 47,700 

Trapeang 
Khtum 8 - - 3 6,381 12 6,396 - - - - - - 1 273 13,050 

Trapeang 
Chrov 9 - - 2 17,411 43 37,319 - - - - - - 1 20 54,750 

Chrolong 
Kaisna 10 1 594 - - 42 54,769 - - - - 1 12,397 1 1,540 69,300 

Damnak 
Kei 11 - - 2 51,503 135 78,797 - - - - - - 1 2,525 132,825 

Trapeang 
Popel 12 - - - - 20 42,406 - - - - - - 1 3,794 46,200 

Tuek 
Chenh 13 - - - - 61 46,299 - - - - 1 18,567 1 1,434 66,300 

Trapeang 
Trach 14 - - - - 117 64,479 - - - - - - 1 846 65,325 

Kruos 15.1 - - - - 264 138,955 - - - - - - 1 12,395 151,350 

Alaeng 16 - - - - 13 7,538 - - - - - - 1 4,012 11,550 

Kruos 15.2 - - - - 45 21,476 - - - - - - 1 1,624 23,100 

Tang 
Bampong 17 - - - - 86 23,756 - - - - - - 1 25,219 48,975 

Prey Mul 18 - - - - 138 53,117 - - - - - - 1 7,408 60,525 

Krang Ta 
Mom 19 - - - - 143 69,037 - - - - - - 1 23,363 92,400 

Krang Ma 20 - - - - 96 72,618 - - - - - - 1 1,857 74,475 
TOTAL 10 11,555 12 86,456 1,531 943,647 1 13,308 1 6,404 3 54,133 21 96,197 1,211,700 

Source: IR/IP screening and drone footprint carried out by GG in Feb 2022 

 
38. Impact on structures: Along the TL’s ROW of 42km, drone image and IR screening 

confirmed that three main houses (225m2) and 4 secondary structures such as toilet, 
extended roof, and cottages (with total size 166m2) are likely to be affected. However, 
those impacts are minimal, and can be avoided completely during the DED and DMS stage. 



 

Figure 1: Likely affected main structures under TL’s ROW

 
Source: Drone footprint carried out by GG in Feb 2022 

39. In case the impacts as identified per below table are unavoidable, cash compensation 
equivalent to replacement value will be provided in accordance with the LARF approved for the 
project.   

 
Table 5: List of villages with potential impacts to main structures/other structures 

Commune Village No 
Impacts to main structures and secondary strucutes,  

Main Structures Secondary structures 
No. m2 No. m2 

Kampong Tralach District   3 225 4 166 

Pea Ny Soben 1 0 0 1 35 
Ka At 2 0 0 0 0 

Thma Edth 
Daeum Popel 3 1 106 1 10 
Snang Mom 4 0 0 0 0 
Thma Edth 5 1 63 2 121 

Chhuk Sa 

Sna Pech 6 0 0 0 0 
Tuol 7 0 0 0 0 
Trapeang Khtum 8 0 0 0 0 
Trapeang Chrov 9 0 0 0 0 
Chrolong Kaisna 10 1 56 0 0 

Rolea B'ier Districts   0 0 1 36 

Cheung Kreav 
Damnak Kei 11 0 0 0 0 
Trapeang Popel 12 0 0 0 0 
Tuek Chenh 13 0 0 0 0 

Rolea B'ier Trapeang Trach 14 0 0 0 0 
Kruos 15-1 0 0 0 0 

Chrey Bak Alaeng 16 0 0 0 0 
Rolea B'ier Kruos 15-2 0 0 0 0 
Cheung Kreav Tang Bampong 17 0 0 0 0 
Prey Mul Prey Mul 18 0 0 0 0 

Tang krasang Krang Ta Mom 19 0 0 1 36 
Krang Ma 20 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 3 225 5 202 

Source: IR/IP screening and drone footprint carried out by GG in Feb 2022 
40. Impact on trees: There are 414 trees in total identified using drone footprint which 

likely to be affected under the TL ROW. Those trees may need to be cut or trimmed to the 
height less than 3 meters from the ground level. DED and DMS stage will identify actual 
number and type of trees. 
 
 
Table 6: List of villages with potential impact on trees 
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Commune Village No 
Affected trees under TLs (42km) 

Palm Pring Mango Coconut Tamarind Cashew 
Kampong Tralach District   181 1 28 8 5 0 

Pea Ny Soben 1 39 1 0 0 0 0 
Ka At 2 21 0 0 0 0 0 

Thma Edth 
Daeum Popel 3 40 0 7 0 1 0 
Snang Mom 4 21 0 0 0 0 0 
Thma Edth 5 3 0 0 8 0 0 

Chhuk Sa 

Sna Pech 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tuol 7 33 0 0 0 0 0 
Trapeang Khtum 8 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Trapeang Chrov 9 18 0 0 0 0 0 
Chrolong Kaisna 10 1 0 21 0 4 0 

Rolea B'ier Districts   143 3 26 0 7 12 

Cheung Kreav 
Damnak Kei 11 49 0 13 0 4 0 
Trapeang Popel 12 6 0 0 0 0 11 
Tuek Chenh 13 1 0 1 0 2 0 

Rolea B'ier Trapeang Trach 14 5 0 1 0 1 1 
Kruos 15-1 54 3 1 0 0 0 

Chrey Bak Alaeng 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Rolea B'ier Kruos 15-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cheung Kreav Tang Bampong 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Prey Mul Prey Mul 18 13 0 4 0 0 0 

Tang krasang Krang Ta Mom 19 14 0 4 0 0 0 
Krang Ma 20 0 0 2 0 0 0 

TOTAL 324 4 54 8 12 12 
Source: IR/IP screening and drone footprint carried out by GG in Feb 2022 

3.2.2.  Sub-station Extension in Kampong Chhnang (GSKPCHH):  

41. At this preliminary IR assessment stage, EDC could not confirm the location of 
expansion to the sub-station in Kampong Chhnang yet. However, the below figure confirmed 
that there are available vacant/paddy land surrounding the existing GSKPCHH sub-station 
where EDC could buy from private landowner without impacts to residential and or source of 
livelihood. The area is fully registered in the systematic land registration as confirmed from 
cadastral official. 
 
Figure 2: Exiting land condition sounding the GSKPCHH sub-station 

 
Source: Drone footprint carried out by GG in Feb 2022 



 

3.2.3.  RUPP sub-station and associated facilities: 

42. RUPP substation is in 4 villages of Sangkat Beung KaK II, Phnom Penh Municipality 
with total land size of approximately 1,600 m2 (20m x 80m). The existing access road 5 m 
width for approximately 650 m length will also be improved to concrete reinforcement road. 
EDC planned to Install 115 kv overhead transmission line with approximately 650 m length in 
total.  Figure 3 bellow indicates the areas of proposed RUPP sub-station and its vicinities. 
 
Figure 3: Google image of RUPP sub-station and the proposed access road 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: EDC’s conceptual design on google image, Feb 2022 

43. The permanent land acquisition for sub-station development will use the existing 
vacant public land (20m x 80m). This site is located along the open drain on the vacant public 
land at the back side of Royal University of Phnom Penh’s compound. And it is surrounded 
with residential and commercial areas with titles registered in the systematic land registration.  

 
Figure 4: Existing condition of existing access road and reserve vacant land for sub-station 

 

 
Source: IR/IP screening carried out by GG in Feb-March 2022 

44. The five meters wide access road of 650 meters length connecting from main road to 
the planned sub-station which was reserved under the systematic land registration (purple line 

RUPP land compound 

Existing access road  

Starting point of 5 meters wide access road movable fencing by resident for security matter  

movable fencing by resident for security matter  650 meters existing road to sub-station area  
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marked on above figure) is also free from any impacts. There are some movable secondary 
structures at the starting point such as rolling fence and plastic extended roof at the back side 
of residential areas. No IR impacts identified at this preliminary design stage. It is strongly 
recommended that, the DED team works strictly within the land parcel as confirmed in the 
DDR to avoid any impacts on private land and secondary structures. 

 
45. For the design of access road and mono power towers of 115kv and other related 

facilities, the DED team should be strictly using the vacant areas and available space on either 
side along the existing open drain on public land to completely avoid IR impacts on residential 
area and other structures as shown in above figures. 

 
3.2.4.  Additional TLs in Phnom Penh 

46. There are additional TLs proposed in Phnom Penh covering 3.5 km length of 115kV 
lines connecting Russei Keo and Sen Sok sub-stations and 1.5 km length of 115 kv from SPP3 
to SPP4. Both TLs have been assessed through transact walk and applied manual 
measurement to identify the potential IR impact. 

 
47. The proposed overhead TLs of 115kv will start from Russei Keo substation connect to 

Street No.1800 the ending point approximately 1500 meters covering two villages of two 
Sangkats in Khan Russei Keo. The site visit on 4 March 2022 with EDC team confirmed that 
the TLs of 115kv and power towers will be installed within the road RoW and it is not going to 
require any private land.  

 
48. There is no final design to confirm yet at this stage whether the power towers will be 

located at the left side or at the right side. As per confirmation from EDC, there will be 8 power 
towers to be installed using 200 m interval distances from each power tower. The road’s RoW 
is confirmed 20 meter-wide. Therefore, several fruit trees and/or residential fences, street 
vendors are likely to be impacted by the construction of TLs and power towers. However, the 
DED team can work to adjust the power tower interval or on the design options to avoid and/or 
mitigate the impacts. 

 
49. The proposed underground TLs for 115kv of approximately 400m length will traverse 

Toul Popel village, Sangkat Toul Sankae II, Khan Russei Keo. Confirmation provided by EDC 
team shows that the underground TLs will be installed in the middle of the street No. 1800 and 
Street No. 1003 to the ending point at Sen Sok substation. The street RoW is confirmed 20 
meter-wide by local authority. During the site assessment, it was confirmed that COI will be 
determined at DED stage which will normally be ranging from 1.2m to 1.5 m width and about 
1.5 m depth land excavation requirement. Therefore, no IR impact is foreseen for this 
proposed underground TLs. 

IV. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE, CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION 

A. Requirements  

50. The ADB’s SPS and the approved LARF provide details of the requirements for 
conducting meaningful consultation with affected persons, their host communities and civil 
society for the project. The APs/AHs must be fully consulted and provided with opportunities 
to participate in the planning and implementation of land acquisition and resettlement at all 
stages of the project. They also must be informed in an appropriate and timely manner of the 
outcomes of the planning process, as well as the schedules and procedures for the 
preparation and implementation of the LARP. 
 

51. In line with the ADB SPS requirements, public consultations will be conducted at 
district/commune, and village levels to enable informed participation of the potential project 



 

affected persons in preparing, implementing, and monitoring of the resettlement plans. FGDs 
will be conducted with the vulnerable DPs such as women, elderly, ethnic minorities, disabled 
etc. throughout the project lifecycle. 

 
B. Consultations conducted as part of due diligence 

52. Fulfilling consultation requirements as part of DDR and IR/IP screening at the 
conceptual design, GG-EAM was able to carry out 8 consultation meetings with people and 
residential who are likely affected by proposed transmission rout lines and one Focus Group 
Discussion (FGD) with Khmer-Islam Ethnic Minority Group. The consultation meetings  took 
place from 16 to 19 February 2022 administratively covering 3 Districts, 8 Communes of 71 
villages, Kampong Chhnang Provinces. In summary, 187 people including residents and 
authorities attended the meetings of which 43 are female (or about 25%).  Table 6 below lists 
specific locations of public meetings disaggregated by PK number and participants details. 

 
Table 7: Number of public consultations carried out within sub-project’s locations 

Ref TL’s Location Location 
(PK) 

Time # 
Particip
ant 

# Female  Remarks 

16th Feb 2022 for Pea Ni and Thmor Eth Communes 
1 GS KTL to 0+000 - 

2+814 
Morning  28 4 Positive results and all of them fully support the 

project 
2 GS KCN #2 2+814 - 

7+009 
Afternoon  17 5 Positive results and all of them fully support the 

project 
17th-Feb-2022 for Chhuk Sor and Cheung Kreav Communes 

3 GS KTL to 7+009 - 
15+004 

Morning  8 1 Positive results.  There are Khmer Islam 
(Cham) minority in 11 villages of Chhuk Sor 
Commune. All of them expressed to fully 
support the project. 

4 GS KCN #2 15+004 
- 
23+498 

 Afternoon 15 5 Positive results. There are Khmer Islam 
Minorities living in three villages. All of them 
expressed to fully support the project.  

18th-Feb-2022 for Rolea B'ier and Chrey Bak Commune 
5 GS KTL to 23+498 

- 
28+345 

Morning 25 5 Positive results and all of them fully support the 
project GS KCN #2 

6 GS KCN #2 2+654 - 
2+987 

Afternoon 38 5 Positive results and all of them fully support the 
project GS KPCHH 

19th Feb 2022 for Prey Moul and Tang Krasang Communes 
7 GS KCN #2  5+544 - 

7+642 
Morning 23 7 Positive results. 

One FGD carried out with Khmer Islam minority 
group. 

GS KPCHH 

8 GS KCN #2  7+642 - 
13+398 

Afternoon 33 11 Positive results and all of them fully support the 
project 

There were 8 consultation meetings and one 
FGD carried out from 16 to 19 Feb 2022. 

187 
Particip
ants  

43 
Females 
(25%) 

Consultation meeting were administratively 
covering 3 Districts, 8 Communes of 71 
villages, Kampong Chhnang Province. 

Source: IR/IP screening and consultation meetings carried out by GG in Feb 2022 
 

53. ADB official mission members, social and environmental safeguards specialists from 
Cambodia Resident Mission (CARM) also attended the first day meeting on 16 Feb 2022 while 
EDC technical team from Environment and Public Relation Office (SEPRO) fully participated 
as meeting co-host and observed the process entirely. Environmental safeguard consultant 
hired by ADB for GRP was also actively involved in all meetings except FGD session with 
Khmer-Islam where most of the topics were specifically designed for discussing social issues 
such as expected impacts and mitigations measures for Cham culture.  

54. The meeting was mainly covering the important activities and topics following the 
requirement as per approved LARF of this GRP. 
 

• The opening remarks provided by EDC and local authorities relevant to GRP 
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• Distribution of PIB to all participants and brief explanation on the information provided
in the PIB

• EDC official provided quick introduction on GRP and the conceptual design for TLs
and proposed sub-stations. Potential land acquisition and restriction to the use of
land were also informed to the public covering main points below.

o i) permanent loss of land to be acquired by power tower ranging from 15m by
15m and or 20m by 20m,

o ii) restriction to the use of land under TL with 3 meters heigh along agreed
Corridor of Impact (CoI) for 20m wide.

o iii) Cut-off date announcement to be carried out prior to the start of Detailed
Measurement Survey (DMS).

o iv) Brief explanation on DMS process and procedures to be carried out at the
next steps once all Detailed Design is available

55. Safeguard consultants of Green Goal provided brief explanation on policy principles
and IR/IP screening process, preparation, and implementation process of LARP as per
approved LARF with below key highlighted.

o IR/IP screening process and drone survey to be done by GG in parallel public
meetings

o The establishment of IRC-working group leading by EDC-SEPRO
o Site demarcation and DMS process to be done at the next steps by EDC-

SEPRO
o Explanation on key entitlements for affected assets and APs/AHs as per LARF
o The establishment of GRM/GRC prior to the start of resettlement activities
o Process and procedures to conduct replacement cost study which will be done

by an experienced consulting company
o LARP preparation and approval and compensation payment

• Contributions and key remarks provided by specialists from ADB-CARM
• Discussion on environment topics led by Environment specialist
• Question and answer session facilitated by GG consultants and EDC-SEPRO team

56. Table below summarizing questions and answers raised by both participants and other
relevant stakeholders including local authorities during the consultation meetings and FGD
session. The details are provided in Annex 2 of this DDR report.

Table 8: Summarizes of questioned and answered from public meetings and FGD 

No. Question/Suggestion raised Answers provided 
1 There will be concerned from villager 

about the compensation rates of the 
affected land/assets. People may not 
agree easily if the given rate is lower 
than the market rate   

Thanks for the question regarding the compensation 
rate related matter. As mentioned earlier, there will be 
an independent agency with experiences in 
evaluating the compensation cost for affected assets 
including land asset will be recruited to carry out the 
replacement cost study. And please keep in mind 
that, the replacement cost is the cost with its value 
close or higher to replacing an affected asset or 
equivalent quality in the current market value as of 
compensation date. The compensation will be made 
in cash and paid directly to the affected assets owner 



 

No. Question/Suggestion raised Answers provided 
or holder; the response made by safeguard 
consultant.  

2 Can you tell us again, how big land 
area that will be required for the 
construction of one power tower? 

EDC/SEPRO. The construction of one power tower of 
230kv normally required permanent land 
approximately 15m x 15m (225m2) or 20m x 20m 
(400m2) land size to be acquired for one power tower.   

3 What are the impacts by TLs to people 
properties? And what is the solution 
for those affected assets along the 
TLs? 

EDC/SPREO: The right of way (RoW) of 230kv TLs 
is 30m wide for both side or 15m counting from the 
central line to each side. Any structures/fruit 
trees/non-fruit trees with its heigh above 3m will not 
be allowed. Therefore, the heigh restricted areas are 
entitled for compensation. All affected private land 
under TLs with the restricted height will be entitled to 
receive cash compensation 30% of its total value as 
per RCS rate which will be studied by an independent 
agency. 

4 If my housing structure is affected by 
the project, what is the solution to be 
offered by the project?  

Safeguard consultant: Currently, all relevant 
stakeholders including ADB, and EDC agreed to 
study the drone images of 400m wide for the entire 
41.7 km length. This mean that the project will try the 
best to finalize the routine selected for locations with 
minimal impacts. Therefore, we don’t expect for any 
impacts to housing structure. However, if the impacts 
are not avoidable, the full compensation payment at 
the replacement cost will be provided to the affected 
owner.  

5 Will people be allowed to continue tier 
cropping on their affected paddy field 
after receiving the compensation 
payment?  

EDC/SEPRO: Actually, there is no restriction for the 
uses of affected paddy land field under transmission 
rout lines. people can continue to do rice cropping as 
usual and other crops plantation if its height is below 
3m.  

6 Can people get compensation for the 
entire land plot if the remaining 
unaffected land areas are too small? 
(Ex, less than few square meters and 
not viable for use)   

EDC/SEPRO: For this case specifically, SEPRO 
team will identify the issue at the DMS phase 
compiling with other information including census, 
SES, total land holding areas of each APs, land less 
confirmation and the living status of APs. These data 
are useful to identify the vulnerability of affected 
household (AH) as part of LARP formulation and 
submitting to management for review approval and 
making final decision. As per LARF, there is an option 
for land compensation at replacement cost if the 
remaining land becomes unviable or unusable. 

7 Can you tell us the actual timeline 
that project will be implemented?   

EDC/SEPRO: The results of this drone impact 
assessment along the proposed TLs will be submitted 
to both EDC/ADB for reviews and made final 
agreement. Once final agreement is made, we will 
carry out another round of public meeting to inform to 
local authorities and AHs the indicative timeframe of 
project implementation. All possible timeframes will 
also be included and discussed next round of public 
meeting.  

8 What is distance interval from each 
power tower? 

EDC/SEPRO: The standard of 230 kv power tower 
interval is distance approximately 200m to 250m from 
each tower.  

9 Be informed that, all the private land 
parcels within our commune were 
already systematically registered in 
hard-titled form by cadastral officials 
(L-MAP).  Do we know who is 
responsible for paying land 
transaction fees after land acquisition 
made from this project?    

Safeguard consultant. Thanks for raising this good 
question. EDC and ADB are working to discuss on 
this matter during the preparation of LARF and will 
finalize it during LARP preparation specifically for this 
project. The detail explanation on land transaction fee 
will be disclosed to the public again at the 
project/LARP implementation stage.  Be noted that, 
there is provision in LARF entitlement matrix, that 
stamp duties, land registration fees and other 
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Source: IR/IP screening and consultation meetings carried out by GG in Feb 2022 
 
V. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

57. It was confirmed that, there is no GRM established at the DDR preparation stage for 
GRP because the route of transmission lines is not confirmed yet, hence EDC is not in a 
position to confirm which administrative units/districts and communes/villages to invite to GRM. 
Therefore, all consulted residents and local authorities at the DDR preparation stage were 
provided with generic hotline number in the distributed PIB in case they need any 
clarification/questions from EDC and the project.   

 
As per approved LARF and PAM, EDC shall ensure that (i) efficient project-specific grievance 
redress mechanism is in place and functional to assist the affected persons and other 
stakeholders in resolving queries, conflicts and complaints, if any, in a timely manner; (ii) all 
complaints are registered, investigated and resolved in a manner consistent with the 
provisions of GRM detailed in the LARP and IEE/EMP; (iii) the complainants/aggrieved 
persons are kept informed about status of their grievances and remedies available to them; 
and (iv) adequate staff and resources are available for supervising and monitoring the 

No. Question/Suggestion raised Answers provided 
relevant taxes, if applicable, for acquiring legal rights 
in case of replacement land, and all transfer costs of 
land ownership to be borne by EDC. 

Questions and answers from FGD carried out with Khmer-Islam (Cham) leader/community 
10 Could you please tell us what kind of 

public infrastructures that will be 
restricted and or not allowed to 
build/construct within the Khmer Islam 
(Cham) community areas?  

Cham Leader (local name called HARKIM): any 
structures that relevant to Buddhism such as Pagoda, 
Stupa, Buddhist temple and so on will not allow to 
build within our community area.  

11 If the Government proposed to 
develop public infrastructures such as 
road network, irrigation system, 
electricity power projects within your 
community, what is your concern and 
or community reaction?   

Cham Leader: there are no concern about building 
any type of proposed infrastructure projects. We all 
happy and want such projects to develop in our 
community.  

12 Could you please tell me what is the 
traditional cultural praying of Khmer 
Islam ethnic minority in this 
community?   

Cham Leader: 1) Every Friday or four days per 
month, there will be regular men gathering at the 
Mosque for religious praying practice (we called Yang 
Chum Maath praying), 2) Ramadan festival during the 
period of one month all people are praying at home 
two times per day from 11:30am to 1:00pm and 
7:00pm to 10pm), 3) Mao Luth festival we all go to the  
Mosque and praying for full day (one day), 4) Asoror 
festival we went to the Mosque for praying from 
11:30am to 2:00pm for one day.   

13 Could you tell me what are the 
restrictions that Cham minority 
normally they do not allow to bring in 
or entering into their community? 

Cham leader: 1) Khmer Islam are not allowed to bring 
in all kinds of alcohols into their community, 2) they 
also do not allow people from outside make any party 
which included singing songs or dancing …etc in their 
community, 3) varieties of animals/wild animal such 
as pig, snake, frog, balloon frog, dog, cat, and wild 
boar were also not allowed bring into their community 
as well.   

14 When Cham people have any 
conflicts, where would they prefer to 
complaint? and who will they prefer to 
seek for conflict resolution?  

Cham Leader: Usually, they all preferred to seek the 
Cham Leader (Harkim) and or assistants of Cham 
leader (Pachuy) to provide them conflict’s resolution, 
if the conflict could not resolve at this level, they will 
bring to next step such as village/commune chief or 
police officers and so on. 



 

mechanism. The objective of GRM to be established is to resolve any disagreements and 
conflicts as early and quickly as possible and at the local level through a reconciliation process, 
and if that is not possible, to provide clear and transparent procedures for appeal. 

 
58. EDC will ensure through public consultation meetings in the project areas and through 

a Project Information Booklet distributed to the DHs that all the affected people are fully aware 
of their rights to complain and about the grievance redress mechanism. Any party who is 
affected by land acquisition or any other impacts related to the project construction and 
operation, is eligible to file a complaint.  

 
59. A Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) will be established at the project level with a 

process starting from commune offices. As practiced, the GRC includes the relevant local 
commune or village chiefs and where needed, a local nongovernment organization (NGO) 
may assist the affected persons in filing complaints. The designated commune officials shall 
exercise all efforts to settle complaints and issues at the commune level through appropriate 
community consultations. All grievance resolution meetings shall be recorded, and copies 
shall be provided to the affected persons. A copy of the minutes of meetings and actions 
undertaken shall be provided to EDC and ADB upon request  

 
60. All costs for resolving complaints (meetings, consultations, communication, and 

reporting/information dissemination) will be borne by EDC. The GRM will consist of the 
following steps.  

i) Step 1. Affected person/household will submit a letter of complaint/request 
either directly or through the village chief to the commune office. The commune 
office will be obliged to provide immediate written information of receipt of the 
complaint to EDC Social and Environmental Public Relations Office (SEPRO). 
SEPRO will have 15 days to resolve the complaint through negotiation. If the 
issue is not handled within 15 days, or if the complainant is not satisfied with 
the result, he/she can bring the issue to the District office.  
 

ii) Step 2. The District office has 15 days to negotiate the complaint and bring it 
into a resolution. If the complaint cannot be resolved in a way that is satisfactory 
to all parties, the District office will bring the issue to the Provincial Grievance 
Redress Committee  
 

iii) Step 3. The Provincial Grievance Redress Committee will, within 15 days, meet 
the complainant and try to resolve the issue. The Committee will resolve the 
complaint within 30 days of the submission, take a decision and inform in writing 
the complainant and SEPRO.  

 
iv) Step 4. If the complainant gets no response from the Provincial GRC or is not 

satisfied with the result, he/she can bring the case to the Provincial Court. The 
Court will make a written decision and submit copies to the executing and 
implementing agencies. If any party is still unsatisfied with the Provincial Court 
judgment, he/she can bring the case to a higher-level court  

61. If DPs do not have sufficient writing skills or are unable to express their grievances 
verbally, it is a common practice that they are allowed to seek assistance from any recognized 
local NGO or other family members, village heads or community chiefs to have their 
complaints or grievances written for them. DPs will be allowed to have access to the detailed 
measurement survey or contract document to ensure that all the details have been recorded 
accurately enabling all parties to be treated fairly. Throughout the grievance redress process, 
the responsible committee will ensure that the concerned DPs are provided with copies of 
complaints and decisions, or resolutions reached.  

 
62. If efforts to resolve disputes using the grievance procedures remain unresolved or 

unsatisfactory, DPs have the right to directly discuss their concerns or problems with the ADB 
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Cambodia Resident Mission (CARM). If DPs are still not satisfied with the responses of CARM, 
they can directly contact the ADB Office of the Special Project Facilitator. The Office of the 
Special Project Facilitator procedure can proceed based on the accountability mechanism in 
parallel with the project implementation. 

 
 Figure 5: GRM process adopted under GRP 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 
 
   Source: Approved LARP, May 2020 
 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

63.  There are no clear timelines for the implementation of all sub-projects covered by the 
scope change at the DDR preparation stage. However, EDC confirmed that the DED will start 
by mid this year once the Project Supervision Consultant (PIC) is engaged and EPC contract 
awarded by the project. Based on DED, the DDR will need to be updated and necessary LARP 
for respective components (41.7km TLs) involving involuntary resettlement impacts prepared. 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

64. EDC requested ADB to assist with safeguards due diligence for proposed scope 
change including; i) proposed new TLs from GSKTL at Kampong Tralach sub-station with total 
length of 41.7km, ii) Sub-station expansion to the existing Kampong Chhnang sub-station 
(GSKPCHH), iii) RUPP sub-station development in Phnom Penh and its associated facilities 
including additional access road improvement, and iv) the development of the proposed TLs 
in Phnom Penh covering 3.5 km length of 115kV transmission lines connecting Russei Keo - 
Sen Sok sub-stations and 1.5 km length of 115 kv from SPP3 to SPP4. 

 
65. Green Goal was tasked under ADB contract to do site screening for both IR/IP impacts 

assessment at the conceptual design stage and applied drone survey over 41.7km TLs and 
other components in Phnom Penh including RUPP sub-station and its related facilities, and 
additional 5km TLs were manually assessed. 

 



 

66. The proposed new transmission line 41.7km from GSKTL at Kampong Tralach sub-
station is anticipated to have an impact on land for the power towers and the ROW restriction 
to height (3 meters from the ground) for building any structures and trees growing on the tower 
pole lands and within the ROW. The drone image identified number of likely affected assets 
including i) permanent land loss for power towers approximately 310 land parcels equivalence 
to 47,700 m2, ii) restriction to the use of the land along the TL ROW for about 1,579 land 
parcels with size 1,211,700m2 of both private owned land (1,061,370.6m2) and public land 
(1,50,330.4 m2), iii) potential impacts to three main houses (225m2) and 4 secondary 
structures such as toilet, extended roof, and cottages (with total size of 166m2), and iv) impacts 
to 414 trees.  Therefore, LARP will need to be prepared based on the DED and in accordance 
with the LARF approved for the project, once the EPC contractor and PIC are on board, and 
will need to be implemented before the works commence on these components. 
 

67. The assessment confirmed no IR/IP impacts foreseen at this conceptual design stage 
for i) Sub-station expansion to the existing Kampong Chhnang sub-station (GSKPCHH), ii) 
RUPP sub-station development in Phnom Penh and its associated facilities including access 
road improvement with length 650 meters, and iii) the development of proposed TLs additional 
work in Phnom Penh covering 3.5 km length of 115kV transmission lines connecting from 
Russei Keo - Sen Sok sub-stations and 1.5 km length of 115 kv from SPP3 to SPP4.  

 
68. The screening and site visit found that the proposed location for the RUPP SS is an 

unencumbered public land surrounded by a densely populated residential area with registered 
hard titles. Some movable structures such as rolling wire fence and plastic roof extensions 
were installed for security purpose and can be moved without causing any IR impact to owners. 
However, it is strongly recommended that, the DED team works strictly within the publicly 
owned land parcel as confirmed in this DDR report to avoid any impacts to private land or any 
secondary structures while the developing design for the five meters wide access road and 
mono power towers of 115kv (about 60 meters long) and other related facilities at RUPP sub-
station. The DED team should strictly use and limit the footprint for work to the vacant available 
space on either side of along the existing open drain to completely avoid IR impacts on 
residential area and other structures as shown in the main text and Figures 3 and 4 above. 
The DDR will need to be updated based on the final DED and before commencement of works 
to reconfirm the impacts are avoided. 

 
69. Extensive consultation meetings have been carried out at this IR/IP screening stage. 

Eight consultation meetings were successfully carried out with people and residential of 8 
communes who are likely to be affected by the proposed transmission rout lines including one 
Focus Group Discussion (FGD) was conducted with Khmer-Islam Ethnic Minority Group. The 
consultation meetings took place from 16 to 19 February 2022 administratively covering 3 
Districts, 8 Communes of 71 villages of Kampong Chhnang Province. In summary, 187 people 
and authorities were consulted during the public meetings of which 43 are female (or about 
25%). 

 
70. There is no confirmation of GRM establishment at the DDR/conceptual design 

preparation stage because the route of TLs is not confirmed yet, hence EDC is not in a position 
to confirm which administrative units/districts and communes/villages to invite to GRM. 
Therefore, all consulted residents and local authorities at the DDR preparation stage were 
provided with generic hotline number in the distributed PIB in case they need any 
clarification/questions from EDC and the project. EDC confirmed that a GRC will be 
established at the project level once the DED is available to kick-off the resettlement 
preparation with a process starting from commune offices as per guideline provided in PAM 
and LARF/LARP.  
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APPENDIX 1: LAR SCREENING & IR/IP SUBPROJECT CATEGORIZATION 
 

INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT IMPACT SCREENING CHECKLIST FORM  
(CONFIRMED CATEGORY B) 

Project Title: Grid Reinforcement Project (GRP) 
Date: Feb-March 2022 
Subproject Name: Scope Changes for two sub-stations and 41.7km Transmission Lines 
Location and Impact Area: Covering 71 villages, 8 communes, and 2 Districts Kampong Chhnang Province and 
Two Khan in Phnom Penh municipality. 
Potential Land Acquisition and 
Resettlement Effects 

 
Yes 

 
No Not 

Known 

 
Remarks 

Acquisition of Land 
1. Will there be land Acquisition?  

x 
 

  The TLs 41.7 km will entail the following 
impacts i) permanent land loss for power towers 
approximately 47,228 m2, ii) restriction to use 
land along the TL’s ROW for about 1,259,400m2 
of both private owned land (1,104,861.6 m2) and 
public land (154,538.4 m2), iii) potential impacts 
on three main houses (225 m2) and 4 secondary 
structures such as toilet, extended roof, and 
cottages (with total size of 166m2), and iv) 
impacts on 414 trees.  
 
LARP will be prepared once the contractor and 
PIC are onboard and DED is available. 
 
No IR/IP impacts foreseen at this conceptual 
design stage for i) Sub-station expansion to the 
existing Kampong Chhnang sub-station 
(GSKPCHH), ii) RUPP sub-station development 
in Phnom Penh and its associated facilities 
including access road improvement with length 
650 meters, and iii) the development of 
proposed TLs additional work in Phnom Penh 
covering 3.5 km length of 115kV transmission 
lines connecting from Russei Keo - Sen Sok 
sub-stations and 1.5 km length of 115 kv from 
SPP3 to SPP4. 

2. Is the site of land acquisition knows? x  
 

 

3.Is  the ownership status and current 
usage of land to be acquired know? 

x 
 

  

4. Will easement be utilized within an 
existing Right of Way (ROW)? 

 
x 

  

5. Will there be loss of shelter and 
residential land due to land acquisition? 

x  
 

 

6. Will there be loss of agricultural and 
other productive assets due to land 
acquisition? 

x  
 
 

 

7. Will there be losses of crops, trees, and 
fixed assets due to land acquisition? 

x  
 

 

8. Will there be loss of businesses or 
enterprises due to land acquisition? 

  
x 

  

9. Will there be loss of income sources 
and means of livelihoods due to land 
acquisition? 

  
 
x 

  

Involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas 

Potential Involuntary Resettlement 
Effects 

Yes No Not 
Known 

Remarks 

10. Will people lose access to common 
resource, communal facilities and 
services? 

  
x 

  

11. If land use is changed, will it have an 
adverse impact on social and economic 
activities? 

 x N/A  



 

12. Will access to land and resources 
owned communally or by the state be 
restricted? 

  N/A  

Information on Displaced Person:  

Any estimate of the likely number of persons that will be displaced by the Project? 
[ √ ] No (this will be determined at DMS stage) [  ] Yes 

If yes, approximately how many?    
Category for IR impacts1: A  [  ]    B   [ √]    C   [] 
Is there any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks? 

 (this will be determined at DMS stage)  [  ] No [  ] Yes 

Is there any displaced persons from indigenous or ethnic minority groups? 
[ √] No [ ] Yes 

Project team comments and photographs substantiating involuntary resettlement or no 
resettlement impacts 

Comments: 

- LARP will need to be prepared for 
41.7 TLs in Kampong Chhnang. 

- The DED team of the PIC will need 
to work strictly within the land 
parcel as confirmed in this DDR 
report to avoid any impacts to 
private land and secondary 
structures for the five meters wide 
access road and mono power 
towers of 115kv (about 60 meters 
long) and other related facilities at 
RUPP sub-station. The DED team 
should be strictly worked using the 
vacant areas of available space 
either side of along the existing 
open drain of public land to 
completely avoid IR impacts from 
residential area and other 
structures. The DDR will need to 
be updated using the final DED to 
reconfirm the impacts 

Photographs: 
 

- It is shown in the main text and Figures 3 and 4 
above. 

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
1 IR Impacts are classified as Category A when 200 or more persons experience major resettlement impacts either 

through being physically displaced from housing or losing 10% or more of their productive (income generating) 
assets. Not significant IR impacts (i.e. other than category A) will be classified as Category B. No IR impacts will 
be classified as Category C. 
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INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IMPACT SCREENING CHECKLIST (CONFIRMED CATEGORY C) 
 
Project Title: Grid Reinforcement Project (GRP) 
Date: Feb-March 2022 
Subproject Name: Scope Changes for two sub-stations and 41.7km Transmission Lines 
Location and Impact Area: Covering 71 villages, 8 communes, and 2 Districts Kampong Chhnang Province 
and Two Khan in Phnom Penh municipality. 

 
KEY CONCERNS 

(Please provide elaborations 
on the Remarks column) 

YES NO NOT 
KNOWN Remarks 

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification     

1. Are there socio-cultural groups present 
in or use the project area who may be 
considered as "tribes" (hill tribes, 
schedules tribes, tribal peoples), 
"minorities" (ethnic or national minorities), 
or "indigenous communities" in the project 
area? 

x 

         

       

 There are Khmer Islam (Cham) 
population (16%) living with general 
Khmer population of 4 of the 8 
communes including Chhuk Sor (13%), 
Cheung Kriev (2%), Rolea B’ier (0.6%), 
and Tang Krasang (0.4%) 

2.  Are there national or local laws or 
policies as well as anthropological 
researches/studies that consider these 
groups present in or using the project area 
as belonging to "ethnic minorities", 
scheduled tribes, tribal peoples, national 
minorities, or cultural communities? 

x 

          

        

 Cham people are considered as Khmer-
Islam where all of them are protected by 
Cambodia constitution and relevant 
national law. Cham have their 
representative working in parliament and 
senate of Cambodia. Ethnic Cham are 
not considered Indigenous Peoples 
under the national laws. 

3. Are there any self-identify groups being 
part of a distinct social and cultural group?  x 

  Cham have their self-identity, languages, 
and cultural practices but not consider as 
distinct from Khmer group. 

4. Do such groups maintain collective 
attachments to distinct habitats or 
ancestral territories and/or to the natural 
resources in these habitats and 
territories?  

 x   

5. Do such groups maintain cultural, 
economic, social, and political institutions 
distinct from the dominant society and 
culture? 

 x  No, those Cham EGs people are 
integrated for almost the same as Khmer 
people on economic, social and political 
institution as well as working or business 
operation and communication with 
Khmer people normally. But they do 
maintain their distinct culture and have 
maintaining their religious practices. 

6. Do such groups speak a distinct 
language or dialect?  x 

  Khmer-Islam in these areas can speak 
both Khmer and Cham languages 
fluently for general communication. 

7. Has such groups been historically, 
socially and economically marginalized, 
disempowered, excluded, and/or 
discriminated against? 

 x  No, the Khmer-Islam have protected by 
Royal Government of Cambodia the 
same way as the rest of the country's 
citizens. 



8. Does such groups represented as
"Indigenous Peoples" or as "ethnic
minorities" or "scheduled tribes" or "tribal
populations" in any formal decision-
making bodies at the national or local
levels?

x 

Khmer-Islam are decision making bodies 
at local levels and national level. And the 
assessment found that some of them are 
opening their own business operation at 
the market area with Khmer people and 
some are also working as civil servant 
like Police officer, army, nurse…etc. 

B. Identification of Potential Impacts

9. Will the project directly or indirectly
benefit or target Indigenous Peoples?

    x The project will directly benefiting Cham 
EG in the same way it will benefit the 
mainstream Khmer population. Cham 
are not considered IP under the 
national laws.  

10. Will the project directly or indirectly
affect Indigenous Peoples' traditional
socio-cultural and belief practices? (e.g.
child-rearing, health, education, arts, and
governance)

x 

11. Will the project affect the livelihood
systems of Indigenous Peoples? (e.g.,
food production system, natural resource
management, crafts and trade,
employment status)

x 

12. Will the project be in an area (land or
territory) occupied, owned, or used by
Indigenous Peoples, and/or claimed as
ancestral domain?

x 

C. Identification of Special 
Requirements
Will the project activities include? 

13. Commercial development of the
cultural resources and knowledge of
Indigenous Peoples?

x 
N/A 

14. Physical displacement from traditional
or customary lands? x 

N/A  

15. Commercial development of natural
resources (such as minerals,
hydrocarbons, forests, water, hunting or
fishing grounds) within customary lands
under use that would impact the
livelihoods or the cultural, ceremonial,
spiritual uses that define the identity and
community of Indigenous Peoples?

x 

N/A  

16. Establishing legal recognition of rights
to lands and territories that are
traditionally owned or customarily used,
occupied or claimed by indigenous
peoples?

x 
N/A  
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17. Acquisition of lands that are
traditionally owned or customarily used,
occupied or claimed by indigenous
peoples?

x 



APPENDIX 2: Minutes of Public Consultations and List of Attendants 

https://asiandevbank.sharepoint.com/:w:/t/org_seen/EdXI1xP_30dIs8DC4cjzPrcBPpXNQjq3WVWRlTSx5aooZQ?e=gLCLaY
https://asiandevbank.sharepoint.com/:w:/t/org_seen/Efa_xLT6AlFPtw1ovdDN884BDoW1gyka9cHyoJEpJWcSMQ?e=g3cj81
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APPENDIX 3 : Project Information Booklet 

https://asiandevbank.sharepoint.com/:w:/t/org_seen/EeXC0sja8YtEkjbDG-6s2eYBRAcvke-vwNrDBm4DjHyz1w?e=QGVDOc


APPENDIX 4 : Drone Images 41.7km in Kampong Chhnang 

https://asiandevbank.sharepoint.com/:w:/t/org_seen/EVlJdlUm7QlNiliiPYACb5wBmknz2hLFTh6TyP5aq-2DlQ?e=IfEuBM
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APPENDIX 5 : Pictures Impressed During Site Assessment 

https://asiandevbank.sharepoint.com/:w:/t/org_seen/EegewGhNEE9MhtS5qqoB-8wBeHAUHfWZH6VtYqZEvaAjCQ


APPENDIX 6 : Summary of Impacts Consolidated (A3) 
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